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Chapter18
Responsibilities
and Costs
of Credit

18.1 Using Credit Wisely

18.2 Costs of Credit

Consider THIS

Mike was well on his way to managing credit and taking the next steps, such as
buying a house and making a commitment to long-term payments.

“I learned the hard way that all credit isn’t created equal,” he thought.
“Some credit cards have annual fees, and others charge very high interest rates.
I switched from credit accounts that didn’t meet my needs. Now I have a
group of cards and accounts that have no annual fees, low fixed interest rates,
and the kinds of rebates that benefit me. I keep my accounts paid off and use
credit cards mainly for emergencies and convenience. It wasn’t always so easy,
though. When I wasn’t careful, I ended up spending a lot of money impul-
sively that I could have used later to buy something I wanted more.”
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18.1

Using Credit Wisely

G
O
A
L
S

n Describe the responsibilities of
consumer credit.

n Discuss how to protect your credit
accounts from fraud.

n Explain how you can reduce or
avoid credit costs.

T
E
R
M

S

n comparison shopping,
p. 398

n impulse buying, p. 398
n garnishment, p. 399
n encryption, p. 401

n phishing, p. 401
n unused credit, p. 401
n rewards program, p. 402
n rebate plan, p. 402

RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONSUMER CREDIT

Once you have established credit, you have the responsibility to manage it
carefully. Failure to take this responsibility seriously can result in having your
credit limited or, in some cases, withdrawn. Because using credit is important
to your financial future, you should be aware of your responsibilities to
yourself and to creditors. In return, creditors have responsibilities to you, their
customer.

RESPONSIBILITIES
TO YOURSELF
As a credit user, you have a respon-

sibility to yourself to use credit wisely
and not get into debt beyond an
amount you can comfortably repay.
Never having enough money and
always scrambling to make your next
payment is a stressful way to live.
You are also responsible for check-

ing out businesses before making
credit purchases. Better Business
Bureaus and Chambers of Com-
merce have information about busi-
nesses and complaints that have been
filed against them.
You owe it to yourself to compari-

son shop. Comparison shopping
involves checking several places to be
sure you are getting the best price for
equal quality. When you check prices
in various stores, it will help you to
avoid impulse buying. Impulse buy-
ing occurs when you buy something
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What responsibilities do you have to yourself as a user of credit?
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without thinking about it and making a conscious decision. It’s important to
take the time to evaluate the product and your other options before buying.
Be sure you are buying for the right reasons—because you have a need rather
than because you want to impress people. Tying up future income should be
done with careful planning to maximize your purchasing power and quality
of life.
Comparison shop for credit as well. Compare features, costs, and availability

of credit, and make wise choices. Become familiar with billing cycles, annual
percentage rates (APR), and any special charges related to each credit account.
Learn about state and local laws regarding the use of credit.
Finally, as a credit user, you should have the right attitude about using credit.

Enter into each transaction in good faith and with full expectation of meeting
your obligations and upholding your good credit reputation.
If you can’t make your payments, a creditor may take you to court to have

your wages garnished. Garnishment is a legal process that allows part of your
paycheck to be withheld for payment of a debt. Your employer sends the
amount directly to the creditor.

RESPONSIBILITIES TO CREDITORS
When you open an account, you are entering into a relationship with a store,

bank, or credit card company. You are pledging your honesty and sincerity in
the use of credit.
You have the responsibility to limit your spending to amounts that you can

repay according to the terms of the credit agreement. By signing a credit
application, you agree to make all payments promptly, on or before the due
date. In addition, you are responsible for reading and understanding the terms
of all agreements, including finance charges, what to do in case of error, late
fees, over-the-limit fees, and any other provisions of the agreement.
It is your responsibility to contact the creditor immediately when you find a

problem with the bill or discover that the merchandise is defective. If an
emergency prevents you from making a payment, you should contact the
creditor to make arrangements to pay at a later date.

CREDITORS’ RESPONSIBILITIES TO YOU
Creditors also have responsibilities to consumers to whom they grant credit.

These responsibilities include the following:

n Assisting consumers in making wise purchases by honestly representing
goods and services, including all their advantages and disadvantages.

n Informing customers about all rules and regulations (such as minimum
payments and due dates), interest rates, credit policies, and fees.

n Cooperating with established credit reporting agencies, making credit
records available to the consumer, and promptly fixing mistakes in records
when they occur.

n Establishing and adhering to sound lending and credit policies that do not
overburden or deceive customers. This includes setting reasonable guide-
lines for credit use to avoid extending additional credit to customers who
cannot afford it.

n Using reasonable methods of contacting customers who fail to meet their
obligations and assisting them whenever possible with payment schedules
and other means for solving credit problems.
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PROTECTING YOURSELF FROM
CREDIT CARD FRAUD

Credit card fraud costs businesses and consumers millions of dollars each
year. The most common type of fraud is the illegal use of a lost or stolen credit
card or of credit card information intercepted online. While the credit card
holder’s liability is limited to $50, the merchant is not protected from loss.
Consequently, merchants often raise their overall prices to cover such losses.

SAFEGUARDING YOUR CARDS
It is your responsibility to protect your cards and credit accounts from

unauthorized use. Here are some common sense tips for doing so.

n Sign and activate your cards as soon as you receive them.
n Carry only the cards you need.
n Keep a list of your credit card numbers, their expiration dates, and the
phone number and address of each card company in a safe place.

n Notify creditors immediately by phone when your card is lost or stolen and
follow up with a letter so that you have written evidence of the notification.

n Watch your card during transactions and get it back as soon as you can.
n Tear up old receipts no longer needed that contain account information.
n Do not lend your card to anyone or leave it lying around.

n Destroy expired cards by cutting them up.
n Don’t give credit card numbers and expira-
tion dates by phone or online to people or
businesses you don’t know.

n Keep your sales receipts and verify all charges
on your credit card statements promptly. Use
the procedure printed on your statement to
question charges that you think are in error.

PROTECTING YOUR ACCOUNTS
ONLINE
Buying on the Internet has opened new avenues

for criminals to steal credit card information for
illegal use. Software makers and online organ-
izations are fighting back by constantly developing
new ways to offer secure electronic transmission of
customer information. There are some steps you
can take as well to help protect your credit card and
personal information during online transactions.

n Deal only with companies online that you
know and trust. If the retailer also has a
physical “bricks-and-mortar” store, then it is
likely to be safer than an unknown merchant
that exists only in cyberspace.

n When making an online transaction, always
look for your browser’s symbol that indicates
a secure site before entering your personal
information. For example, the Internet
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What are some ways you can protect your credit when
completing transactions online?
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Explorer and Netscape browsers display a small closed-lock symbol on the
bottom of your screen when you have entered a secure web page. The
symbol should appear whenever a web site asks you to enter credit card
and other personal information to make a purchase. Among other security
measures, this symbol means that the information you enter will be
encrypted. Encryption is a code that protects your account name,
number, and other information. When information is encrypted, it is
made unreadable to others trying to read it. If you don’t see the secure site
symbol, it isn’t safe to enter your information.

n Legitimate online merchants clearly state their privacy policy, explaining
how they use the information you provide and how they protect your
privacy. Review the policy to make sure you are comfortable with it
before dealing with that company.

n Many sites offer assurance by displaying the seal of a nonprofit watchdog
group, such as the Better Business Bureau (BBB) or TRUSTe. Sites that
follow the privacy principles set forth by these organizations are allowed
to display their seal. This kind of oversight is not fully developed yet, so
not all legitimate merchants display seals.

n Phishing (pronounced “fishing”) is a scam that uses online pop-up
messages or e-mail to deceive you into disclosing personal information.
“Phishers” send messages that appear to be from a business that you
normally deal with, such as your bank or Internet service provider (ISP).
They ask you to verify your bank account number, password, credit card
number, or other personal information. They may direct you to a web site
that looks like the real company site but isn’t. Do not respond to e-mail
requests for personal information or pop-up offers; report them to your
ISP and bank or other real provider. Initiate all transactions yourself at
sites you trust.

AVOIDING UNNECESSARY CREDIT COSTS

Credit can be helpful if you use it wisely. Before deciding whether to borrow
money, ask yourself these three critical questions: Do I need credit? Can I afford
credit? Can I qualify for credit? If you can answer “yes” to these questions, then
follow these guidelines to minimize the cost of credit.

n Accept only the amount of credit you need. Although having credit available
when you need it may be comforting, unused credit can count against
you. Unused credit is the remaining credit available to you on current
accounts; it is your credit limit minus the amount you already owe. For
example, if the limit on your credit card is $1,000 and you owe $200,
your unused credit is $800. Other creditors may be reluctant to lend you
money because you could at any time access the other $800, thereby
increasing your debt and reducing your ability to repay their loan.

n Make more than the minimum payment. Minimum payments will result in
maximum cost and will keep you in debt for a long time. For example, if
you owe $5,000 on a credit card at 18 percent APR, make no further
purchases, and pay only the minimum payment (often 2 percent or less of
the balance owing), it will take you 33 years to pay off the debt, and you
will end up paying total interest of nearly $12,000 on a loan of $5,000.
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n Do not increase spending when your income increases. Instead of spending
the income, use it to pay off credit card debt or put it in savings. Avoid
the trap of spending more when your income rises.

n Keep your credit accounts to a minimum. Most credit counselors recom-
mend carrying no more than two or three credit cards. The more cards you
have, the greater the temptation to buy without thinking. A major credit
card (Visa or MasterCard) is good at most businesses, which eliminates the
need to have multiple credit accounts.

n Pay cash for small purchases. For many people, purchases under $25 rep-
resent daily commitments. You shouldn’t charge these unless you can pay
them off at the end of the month. By paying as you go, you’ll avoid
financing your current expenses. Paying cash will also help you realize how
much you are spending. Thus, you may buy less and purchase only those
items you really need.

n Understand the cost of credit. Think about the finance charges, the monthly
payments, and the length of time you will be committed to paying off
credit card debt. Consider how this will affect your lifestyle and your
budget for months or even years to come.

n Shop for loans. The type and source of loans can make a big difference in
cost. Compare the cost of credit from different sources, such as banks,
credit unions, finance companies, and credit card companies. Plan your
purchases accordingly. Avoid making big purchase decisions without long
and careful thought.When computing your costs andmaking choices, do it
at home and not in a lender’s or seller’s office where you will feel pressured.

n Take advantage of credit incentive programs. There are two major types of
credit incentive programs: rewards and rebates. With an account that has a
rewards program, you will receive a payback in the form of points that can
be redeemed for merchandise or airline tickets. With a rebate plan, you get
back a portion of what you spent in credit purchases over the year. For
example, you may get a one percent rebate in the form of a credit to your
account balance, a check that you can cash, or a Visa gift card that you can
spend. Some programs are designed for a specific purpose, such as the GM
MasterCard with 3 percent of charge purchases redeemable toward the
purchase of a new GM vehicle. However, these kinds of programs often
have annual fees and/or high interest rates on unpaid balances.

  VIEW  Points
Many credit card companies
market their services aggres-
sively to college students. As a

result, the number of college
students with credit card debt has

increased significantly. Some col-
leges and universities require students to

have debit/credit cards as their student identifi-
cation (provided at enrollment). Not only can
they purchase books, supplies, and tuition with
the cards, they can also buy generalmerchandise.

These cards often carry high interest rates and
fees. Students graduate owing large balances on
their accounts.

THINK CRIT ICALLY

Do you think it should be easy for students to
get credit cards? What qualifications should
students fulfill to qualify? Do you think it’s a
good idea to use debit/credit cards as identifi-
cation cards? Why or why not?
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ISSUES IN YOUR WORLD

MAXING OUT THE CARDS
A credit card is “maxed out” when you have reached your credit limit and there is
no room in your account for additional charges. You cannot buy anything else
on credit until you pay down the current balance. Maxing out is not a good idea.
Here’s why:

n When you get really close to the top, it is very easy to “go over.” Most credit card
companies will allow a purchase to go through and then charge you a fee for
exceeding the card’s credit limit. This fee may be $35 or more. These fees can
add up quickly, increasing your debt. Going over the limit also gives credit card
issuers a reason to raise your interest rate.

n In some cases, the credit card company will not honor charges that exceed the
credit limit. It can be very embarrassing to try to use your credit card, only to have
it rejected by the verification machine.

n When your cards are maxed out, you are paying maximum interest and maximum
monthly payments. At the same time, you cannot use the card because the
balance is going down very slowly and a single charge might take the card
over the top once again.

n Having maxed-out credit cards does not look good on your credit report. It
tells potential creditors that you are already overextended and unable to pay
down existing debts.

n Having the credit card offers no advantages when you cannot use it for current
purchases. You must be very careful not to use it until you have created enough
room for additional charges.

n People with maxed-out credit can fall prey to “easy access” credit, such as payday
loans, no-credit-check loans, bad-credit-okay loans, and pawnshops. These forms
of credit have very high rates of interest and put you in a cycle of borrowing
beyond your means.

n When you pay down your charges regularly, credit card companies will be
more willing to raise your credit limit. But when the card is maxed out, the
credit card company will not likely extend additional credit if you need it for a
major purchase.

For all these reasons, avoid the practice of maxing out your cards.

THINK CRIT ICALLY

1. How might maxing out your credit card affect your lifestyle?

2. If you were a creditor and someone with maxed-out cards asked you for a loan,
would you grant it? Why or why not?
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18.1

Assessment

KEY TERMS REVIEW
Match the terms with the definitions. Some terms may not be used.

1. A legal process that allows part of your
paycheck to be withheld to pay a debt

2. Checking several places to be sure
you are getting the best price for
equal quality

3. The remaining credit available to
you on current accounts

4. A code that protects your account
number and other information

5. A payback in the form of points that
can be redeemed for merchandise

6. Buying something without thinking about it

7. A scam that uses online pop-up messages or e-mail to deceive you into
disclosing personal information

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING
8. List three responsibilities you have to your creditors.

9. List three responsibilities that creditors have to you.

10. List three things you can do to help avoid credit card fraud.

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE
11. You want to buy a new $100 jacket. You can pay for it with cash or by

check, debit card, or credit card. Which method is the least expensive?
What possible costs might be associated with these payment methods?

THINK CRIT ICALLY

12. Comparison shopping isn’t just for goods and services. Credit should be
considered carefully. Explain why you might choose a credit card with a
high interest rate that has an attractive rewards program. How could you
use this card effectively?

13. Why is it important to keep your credit card in sight at all times? For
example, why shouldn’t you give your credit card to a sales clerk who
takes it away and then brings it back later with a charge slip?

14. Explain why it is usually not a good idea to use credit to pay for day-to-day
expenses, such as meals and groceries. If you do use credit for such
purchases, how can you make credit work to your advantage?

a. comparison shopping

b. encryption

c. garnishment

d. impulse buying

e. phishing

f. rebate plan

g. rewards program

h. unused credit
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18.2

Costs of Credit
G
O
A
L
S

n Explain why credit costs vary.
n Compute and explain simple
interest and APR.

n Compare methods of computing
finance charges on revolving
credit.

T
E
R
M

S

n prime rate, p. 405
n fixed-rate loans, p. 406
n variable-rate loans,
p. 406

n simple interest, p. 406

n principal, p. 406
n rate, p. 406
n time, p. 407
n down payment, p. 409

WHY CREDIT COSTS VARY

Several factors determine how much you will pay for the use of credit. One
important factor is the method used to compute finance charges, explained
later in the chapter. Other important factors include the following:

n Source of credit. Some lenders offer better credit plans than others.
n Amount financed and length of time. The more money you borrow and the
longer you take to pay it back, the more you will pay in finance charges.

n Ability to repay debt. The greater your ability
to repay (creditworthiness), the better your
chances of getting credit at reasonable rates.

n Collateral. When you buy an item that
serves as collateral (security), you are taking
out a secured loan. Secured loans generally
have fixed interest rates that are lower than
other forms of credit.

n Interest Rates. The interest rates charged for
the use of credit are most often affected by
the prime rate. The prime rate is the interest
rate that banks offer to their best business
customers, such as large corporations. Indi-
viduals pay higher rates because the risk is
greater to the lender. Generally, if the prime
rate is 5 percent, consumers will pay 8 or
9 percent.

n Economic conditions. Borrowers pay more for
the use of credit during inflationary eco-
nomic periods. When prices are rising
(inflation), then money is more in demand
in order to buy higher-priced goods and
services. Because people need to borrow
more money (greater demand), lenders can
charge higher interest rates.
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What factors determine the cost of credit?
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n Type of credit or loan. Fixed-rate loans are loans for which the interest
rate does not change (up or down) over the life of the loan. With
variable-rate loans, the interest rate goes up and down with inflation and
other economic indicators. Creditors can raise the rates as they wish. Most
borrowers find that rates go up faster during periods of rising prices than
they go down during periods of falling prices. Sometimes variable-rate
card agreements will state that the interest rate will rise and fall with the
prime rate.

n The business’s costs of providing credit. Businesses pass along their costs for
providing credit to consumers in the form of higher finance charges and
higher product prices. These costs are related to delinquent accounts
(overdue, but still collectible), bad debts (probably uncollectible), and
bankruptcy. Other costs of issuing credit include printing and mailing
monthly statements, electronic authorization of credit charges, and sal-
aries and facilities for a credit department. When businesses accept Visa,
MasterCard, or other general-purpose credit cards, they are charged a fee
each time a customer uses the card. In turn, businesses often raise prices
as a way to pass along their cost of offering credit to customers.

COMPUTING THE COST OF CREDIT

Determining the cost of credit is easy using the formula for simple interest.
The formula for calculating the total cost of installment credit is somewhat
more complicated.

SIMPLE INTEREST FORMULA
In Chapter 10, you learned that interest is money paid for the use of someone

else’s money. In the case of savings, interest is the amount the financial insti-
tution pays you for the use of your deposit. In the case of a loan, interest is the
money you pay the business or financial institution for the use of its money.
Simple interest is interest computed only on the amount borrowed (or saved),

without compounding. The simple interest method of calculating interest
assumes one payment at the end of the loan period. The cost is based on three
elements: the principal, the rate, and time. The formula for simple interest is:

Interest (I) 5 Principal (P) 3 Rate (R) 3 Time (T)

Principal

In Chapter 10, you learned that principal is an amount in a savings account on
which interest accrues. The term has a similar meaning when referring to a loan.
A loan’s principal is the amount borrowed, or the unpaid portion of the
amount borrowed, on which the borrower pays interest. If you borrow $10,000
to buy a car, that $10,000 is the principal, or amount of the loan. Part of each
payment you make goes toward paying down the principal. The rest of the
payment is interest. After several payments, the principal on your loan may
drop to $8,000, which is the unpaid portion of the amount you borrowed.

Rate

The rate is the percentage of interest you will pay on a loan. The higher the
rate, the higher is the cost of the loan.
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Time

Time is the period during which the borrower will repay a loan; it is expressed
as a fraction of a year: 12 months, 52 weeks, or 360 days. (In most trans-
actions, the standard practice is to use 360 as the number of days in a year for
computing simple interest.) For example, for a six-month loan, the time is
expressed as ½, because 6 months is half a year. If money is borrowed for
3 months, the time is expressed as ¼ (one-quarter of a year). When a loan is
for a certain number of days, such as 90, the time is expressed as 90/360, or ¼.
Figure 18.1 contains a simple interest problem showing the dollar cost of

borrowing. In this problem, a person has borrowed $500 and will pay interest
at the rate of 12 percent a year. The loan will be paid back in 4 months.

The simple interest formula also can be used to find principal, rate, or time
when any one of these factors is unknown. For example, in Figure 18.2, the
interest rate is 18 percent. The borrower paid a total of $26 in interest and
repaid the loan in 18 months. What was the principal?

FIGURE 18.1 Simple Interest

I  = P � R � T

I  = ?
P = $500
R = 12%
T = 4 months

I  = $500 � .12 � 4/12

   = $500 � .12 � 1/3

   = $60 � .3333
   = $20 

To multiply by a percent, first change it to a
decimal: drop the percent sign, and then
move the decimal point two places to the left.

(Four months is 4/12 or 1/3 of a year)

FIGURE 18.2 Simple Interest (Principal)

I      = P � R � T 

I      = $26
P     = ?
R     = 18%
T     = 18 months

$26 = P � .18 � 18/12

       = P � .18 � 3/2 (1.50)
       = P � .27

P     = $26 � .27
       = $96.30 

P = 

=

=

I
R � T

$26
.18 � 1.50

$26
.27

Or change the formula to read:

= $96.30
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To find a missing rate, you can use the same formula. See Figure 18.3 for an
example. As shown in Figure 18.2 and 18.3, you either plug the numbers into
the formula or rearrange the formula. Either way, you use simple mathematics.

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE FORMULA
Consumers often use an installment plan to pay for major items such as

boats, cars, and furniture, making regular payments over time. To determine
the APR for installment plans, in which the borrower repays the loan with
more than one payment, use the formula in Figure 18.4. Work through the
problem in the Math Minute to see how to apply the formula.

FIGURE 18.3 Simple Interest (Rate)

I      = P � R � T 

I      = $18
P     = $300
R     = ?
T     = 240 days

$18 = $300 � R � 240/360

       = $300 � 2/3 � R
       = $200 � R

R     = $18 � $200
       = .09 or 9%

R =

=

=

I
P � T

$18
$300 � 2/3

$18
$200

Or change the formula to read:

= .09 or 9%

FIGURE 18.4 Annual Percentage Rate

To calculate the finance charge, use the following formula:

        Finance Charge = Total Price Paid � Cash Price

Where:
Total Price Paid = (number of payments � amount of each payment) � down payment
Cash Price = the total price you would have paid if you had paid in cash rather than
                    with a loan

Then use the finance charge in the following formula to calculate the approximate
annual percentage rate:

Where:
n = number of payment periods in one year
f = finance charge
P = principal or amount borrowed
N = total number of payments to pay off amount borrowed

APR =  
2 �

 
n �

 
f

        P (N � 1)
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An installment contract requires a down payment, which is part of the
purchase price paid in cash up front. The down payment reduces the amount of
the loan. When you buy a car, you
will probably have to pay at least
10 percent of the purchase price in
cash. If you trade in your old car, the
dealer will likely use the value of your
trade-in as your down payment rather
than give you cash for your old car.
In the Math Minute, notice that the

total price paid is more than the cash
price. The total price includes all
installment payments plus the down
payment. Each payment includes
principal and interest. The difference
between the total price paid and the
cash price is the finance charge.
By law, installment contracts must

reveal the finance charge and the

Consumers receive 0% APR credit card offers in the mail
every day. Before you decide if this is a good deal, you
must understand the pros and cons of such an offer.
Access www.cengage.com/school/pfinance/mypf and
click on the link for Chapter 18. Read the article about
sneaky credit card tricks. Explain how a credit card
company can offer 0% APR? Why should you check the
“fine print” before signing up for such an offer? What
questions should you ask about the offer?

www.cengage.com/school/pfinance/mypf

  MATH  Minute
Computing the Finance Charge and APR

The Smiths are buying a new sofa. The cash price is $800. They decide to
pay for it with an installment loan rather than with cash. They put $100
down and borrow $700. They will pay off the loan in 12 monthly pay-
ments (in a year) of $66 each. To determine their APR, you must first use
the formula in Figure 18.4 to calculate their finance charge:

Total Price Paid ¼ (12 Payments � $66) þ $100 Down Payment ¼ $892

Finance Charge ¼ $892 Total Price – $800 Cash Price ¼ $92

Then use the finance charge in the APR formula from Figure 18.4:

APR ¼ 2� 12 payments� $92 finance charge
$700 principal ð12 paymentsþ 1Þ ¼ $2,208

$9,100

¼ :2426 ¼ 24:26%

Following the above example, solve for finance charge and APR in the
following case:

Mark and Diane bought a new refrigerator. The cash price was $1,200.
They paid $49 down and borrowed $1,151, which they will repay in
payments of $49 per month for the next 27 months.

Solution:

Total Price Paid ¼ (27 Payments � $49) þ $49 Down Payment ¼ $1,372

Finance Charge ¼ $1,372 Total Price � $1,200 Cash Price ¼ $172

APR ¼ 2� 12� $172
$1,151ð27þ 1Þ ¼

$4,128
$32,228

¼ :1281 ¼ 12:81%
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APR. There are two ways to calculate APR: the APR formula and the APR
tables. The APR tables are more precise; the formula only approximates the
APR. APR tables can be found on many web sites by doing an online search
using the keywords “annual percentage rate tables.”

CREDIT CARD BILLING METHODS

The cost of using an open-end (revolving) credit account, such as a credit
card, varies with the method the creditor uses to compute the finance charge.
Creditors must tell you the method of calculating the finance charge. Finance
charges are usually calculated based on the monthly billing cycle. Purchases
made up to the closing date are included in the monthly bill. Finance charges
are computed on the unpaid balance after the billing date. Creditors must tell
you when finance charges begin on your account, so you will know how much
time you have to pay your bills before the finance charge is added. Most
creditors offering revolving credit give you a 10- to 25-day grace period to pay
your balance in full before imposing a finance charge. Creditors may calculate
finance charges on open-end credit accounts using the adjusted balance
method, the previous balance method, or the average daily balance method.
The way the creditor determines the finance charge can make a big difference
in the size of your credit card bills.

ADJUSTED BALANCE METHOD
When creditors use the adjusted balance method, they apply the finance

charge only to the amount owed after you’ve paid your bill each month. For
example, suppose your previous month’s balance was $400 and you paid
$300. If the creditor uses the adjusted balance method, you will pay addi-
tional finance charges only on the unpaid balance ($400 – $300 ¼ $100). As
you can see in Figure 18.5, the adjusted balance method results in the lowest
finance charge.

FIGURE 18.5 Three Billing Methods for Computing the Finance Charge

The adjusted balance method, the previous balance method, and the average daily balance method
produce different results. This example is based on an APR of 18% and a billing period of 30 days.

Monthly Interest Rate      1.5%                                  1.5%                                1.5%
Previous Balance              $400                                  $400                                $400
Payments                         $300                                  $300                                $300 (on the 15th day)
Finance Charge                $1.50                                 $6.00                               $3.75
                                       ($100 � 1.5%)                   ($400 � 1.5%)                (average balance of $250 � 1.5%)*

*To figure average daily balance:

= $250 
($400 � 15 days) � ($100 � 15 days)

30 days

Average Daily
Balance
Method

Adjusted
Balance
Method

Previous
Balance
Method
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To calculate the finance charge for this month, first determine the monthly
rate by dividing the annual rate (18 percent) by 12 months. In this case, the
monthly rate is 1.5 percent. Then multiply the balance due of $100 by
1.5 percent or .015 to determine the finance charge of $1.50. Then add the
finance charge to the balance to determine the new account balance for the
next billing cycle ($101.50).

PREVIOUS BALANCE METHOD
When creditors use the previous balance method, they impose the finance

charge on the entire amount owed from the previous month. This method
allows no deductions for payments made. As shown in Figure 18.5, this
method applies the monthly rate to the entire $400 (previous month’s bal-
ance). The finance charge is added, and then the payment is deducted to arrive
at the new balance ($400 þ $6 � $300 ¼ $106), which will be the amount
used to calculate the finance charge for the next month. This is the most
expensive way to figure the finance charge for the credit user.

AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE METHOD
Most creditors use the average daily balance method for computing finance

charges. Using this method, creditors calculate your balance on each day of the
billing cycle. They then compute average daily balance by adding together all
daily balances and dividing by the number of days in the billing cycle (usually
25 or 30). Payments made during the billing cycle are used in figuring the
average daily balance. Because payments made during the period reduce the
average daily balance, this method often results in a lower finance charge than
does the previous balance method.

TWO-CYCLE BILLING
Many credit card companies are

using a new, more costly method of
calculating average daily balance
called two-cycle billing. This method
calculates the finance charge on the
average daily balance over the last two
billing periods (typically 2 months)
rather than just one. For example,
suppose you start with a zero balance.
You make a credit purchase on
March 10. When the bill arrives on
March 30, you make a partial pay-
ment. On April 30, you pay it off.
With two-cycle billing, even though
you paid off the balance, on your
May bill, you would still owe interest
on the balance you carried in March
and April. The result is higher inter-
est and no grace period. You are
paying interest from the date of pur-
chase. It’s best to avoid credit cards
that use two-cycle billing.
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How does the billing method affect what you ultimately pay for
charged purchases?
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Planning a Career in... Credit

Credit authorizers, checkers, and
clerks review credit history and get
the information needed to deter-
mine creditworthiness of individuals
applying for credit. Their research
includes checking with credit
bureaus and verifying information
contained on an application.

Credit authorizers approve
charges against existing accounts.
Computers approve most charges
automatically. However, when
accounts are past due, overextended,
or some other irregularity appears,
the credit authorizer may manually
override a block or other computer
action.

Credit scoring has made the
work of credit checkers and clerks
much easier. A computer program
can assess and assign a score. This is
very effective unless the information
entered contains errors, is incom-
plete, or is out of date.

Employment Outlook
l A moderate (8 percent) decline

in employment opportunities
is expected due to
computerization.

Job Titles
l Credit authorizer
l Credit checker
l Credit clerk
l Credit investigator

Needed Skills
l A high school education or its

equivalent is required along
with formal on-the-job training.

l Good communication, etiquette,
and computer skills are needed.

What's it like to work in. . .
Credit
Brad is a credit checker at a large
financial corporation. Businesses use
the services of Brad’s company to
run credit checks on customers and
to provide credit reports. He spends
much of his day on the telephone
and on the Internet obtaining
information from credit bureaus,
employers, banks, credit institutions,
and other sources.

Today, Brad is completing back-
ground checks on loan applicants. In
addition to assessing the applicants’
credit scores and ratings, he must
verify employment history and com-
plete a criminal background check.

Brad usually works a 40-hour
week, although he may work over-
time during holiday seasons and
recruitment periods when stores are
actively seeking new credit custom-
ers. Brad is organized and good with
numbers and details. He enjoys the
investigative function of his job and
takes pride in producing accurate
credit reports for his clients.

What About You?
Are you responsible, organized, and
skilled in communication? Do you
like completing research and verify-
ing data? Would you enjoy making
telephone calls and spending time
on the Internet much of the day? Is a
career in credit right for you?
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18.2

Assessment

KEY TERMS REVIEW
Match the terms with the definitions. Some terms may not be used.

1. Interest computed only on the
amount borrowed, without
compounding

2. The interest rate that banks offer to
their best business customers

3. Part of the purchase price paid in
cash up front

4. The percentage of interest you will
pay on a loan

5. Loans for which the interest rate
goes up or down with economic
conditions

6. The period during which the borrower will repay a loan

7. The amount borrowed, or the unpaid portion of the amount
borrowed, on which the borrower pays interest

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING
8. Explain how economic conditions affect the cost of credit.

9. Why is a grace period important to you?

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE
10. Given the following information, compute interest using the simple interest

formula: (a) principal is $500, rate is 18%, and time is 6months; (b) principal is
$1,000, rate is13.5%,andtime is8months; (c)principal is $108, rate is15%,and
time is 3 months; and (d) principal is $89.50, rate is 8%, and time is 9 months.

THINK CRIT ICALLY

11. Explain the difference between a fixed-rate loan and a variable-rate loan.
Which is better for most purchases? Why?

12. If two credit card offers were identical except for the billing method,
which of these would you choose: adjusted balance method, previous
balance method, or average daily balance method? Explain.

13. Rather than have their own credit department to process store accounts,
many retailers accept major credit cards (Visa and MasterCard) instead.
They pay fees amounting to 3 to 5 percent of the charged sales. How
might adopting this policy benefit the retailer?

a. down payment

b. fixed-rate loans

c. prime rate

d. principal

e. rate

f. simple interest

g. time

h. variable-rate loans
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18

Chapter Assessment

SUMMARY

18.1
n Your credit responsibilities to yourself include not going into debt beyond

what you can comfortably repay, checking out businesses before you
buy, comparison shopping, avoiding impulse buying, and using credit
with the attitude that you will meet your obligations.

n Your responsibilities to creditors involve limiting your spending to
amounts you can repay, understanding the terms, and contacting the
creditor if an emergency prevents you from making a payment.

n Creditors are responsible for assisting consumers in making purchases,
applying fair credit policies and informing them of the rules, and dealing
fairly with credit problems.

n Protect your credit card. Keep account information in a safe place. Notify
creditors immediately of a lost or stolen card. Do not lend your card.

n To protect your cards online, deal only with companies you trust, enter
personal information only if you see the browser’s symbol of a secure site
that uses encryption, check the site’s privacy policy, and don’t respond
to e-mail or pop-up requests for personal information that could be
phishing scams.

n To reduce your credit costs, accept only the credit you need (avoid high
amounts of unused credit) and make more than the minimum payment
each month. Keep no more than two credit cards and pay cash for small
purchases. Take advantage of reward programs and rebate plans that
will pay you for using the card.

18.2
n Factors that determine the cost of credit include the source, amount

and length of time financed, ability to repay, economic conditions, type
of credit (fixed- or variable-rate loan), prime rate, collateral, and the
business’s costs of providing credit.

n The simple interest formula does not involve compounding: Interest (I) ¼
Principal (P) � Rate (R) � Time (T).

n The annual percentage rate (APR) formula calculates the costs of install-
ment credit. It includes the down payment and all monthly payments in
the total price. The difference between the total price and the cash price is
the finance charge.

n Most creditors calculate finance charges by the adjusted balance method,
the previous balance method, or the average daily balance method.
Finance charges vary depending on the method used.
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APPLY WHAT YOU KNOW

1. Using the simple interest formula, solve for the missing elements,
rounding to the nearest penny: (a) Find principal when interest is $8,
rate is 12%, and time is 60 days; (b) Find principal when interest is
$54, rate is 18%, and time is 18 months; (c) Find rate when interest is
$510, principal is $2,100, and time is 2 years; (d) Find rate when interest
is $36, principal is $108, and time is 18 months.

2. Using the process illustrated in Figure 18.4 and the Math Minute,
determine the APR in the following cases: (a) A $700 purchase requires
a down payment of $60 with the balance to be paid in 12 monthly
payments of $60 each. (b) A $2,000 purchase requires a down payment
of $100 and 24 monthly payments of $90.

3. Using the previous balance method, complete the following chart, using
a calculator and rounding to the nearest penny. The APR is 12 percent.
What is the total finance charge paid after three months? (Hint: the new
balance becomes the previous balance for the next month.)

Previous
Balance 1

Finance
Charge 2 Payment 5

New
Balance

$100 __________ $20.00 __________

__________ __________ 20.00 __________

__________ __________ 20.00 __________

Total Finance
Charge

$ __________

4. Suppose you decide to pay off your $100 credit card debt by making only
the minimum payment of $10 each month. Your APR is 12 percent, and
your lender uses the previous balance method. On a separate sheet of
paper, complete a chart like the one in question 3 above. Extend the
chart until the debt is completely paid off. How many months would it
take to pay off the debt if you make only the minimum payment? What
total finance charge would you pay?.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS

5. Technology Search the Internet for current articles about Internet
security. You might find an article about “phishing,” about efforts to
enhance online security, or about how to shop safely online. Prepare a
written report that includes a bulleted list of the key points in the article.

6. Research Visit an online shopping site and follow links to the company’s
privacy policy. Write a one-page paper, analyzing the key points of the
policy. In what ways does the company safeguard privacy? In what ways
will customers give up some privacy if they buy from this company?

7. Consumerism Visit the Federal Reserve System online at www
.federalreserve.gov and click on the “Consumer Information” link. Select
an article about consumer credit and read it. Based on what you learn,
create a presentation using visual aids to present the tips you found
most useful.
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SOLVE PROBLEMS AND

EXPLORE ISSUES

8. Your friend Leanna is proud of her ability to have and use credit. She
buys lunch every day on credit, and at the end of the month she pays
only the minimum balance due. When she reaches the limit on one
credit card, she switches to another credit card. She thinks she can just
go on charging forever. Do you see any problems with this behavior?
Explain to Leanna how she is incurring finance charges.

9. Your cousin is considering whether to buy a new sound system. She
can use installment credit at the store (18 percent APR), or she can
put the purchase on her credit card. Her credit card has a variable
rate, which is 9.9 percent right now, but is likely to increase in the
next few months. What is your advice?

10. Jason’s aunt gave him a loan for $200 and asked him to repay it in
9 months at 5 percent annual interest. How much will Jason owe his aunt
9 months from now?

11. You are considering buying a used piano. The cash price of the piano
is $600. The company selling the piano is willing to sell it to you for
$50 down plus 12 monthly payments of $50. What is the total price?
What is the finance charge?

12. If you were to purchase a major appliance and pay for it this year,
borrowing $800 at 18 percent for 8 months, how much would you pay
to finance this purchase?

13. You buy a new car that sells for $14,000 by trading in your old car and
using the trade-in allowance of $2,000 as a down payment. You pay the
balance at $295 a month for 48 months. What is the APR?

14. Logan ran up a credit card debt of $1,000. He decided that he would
not put any more purchases on the card until he paid off the debt. He
can pay $50 a month, and the interest rate is 18 percent. On the Internet,
locate a loan planner tool to find out how many monthly payments
Logan will have to make to pay off his debt. How many years will he
be paying on the debt?

EXTEND YOUR LEARNING

15. Ethics Creditors who make variable-rate loans are quick to raise interest
rates when economic conditions change. Many people complain that
when the prime rate rises by .25 percent, their loan rates go up by
3 percent or more. Lenders claim they have the legal right to raise rates,
because the credit agreements allow for them to do so. Often those who
can least afford to pay extra charges are hurt the most. Discuss the ethics
of variable-rate loans. Why would consumers accept the terms of a
variable-rate loan? Should restrictions be placed on creditors?

For related activities and links, go to www.cengage.com/school/pfinance/mypf
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